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LOVE GIFTS FOR TIIE BISHOP:
JAMES

J. STEWART V. BISI-IOP W. ANGIE SMITI-I, PART 11 1
ALBERT WILLIAM MARTfN, JR.

When the Reverend Jaines J. Stewart filed charges against Bishop W.
Angie S1nith, his c01nplaints, as noted in Part I of this study, were rejected
by the investigating co1nn1ittee. He continued to be a rebel with a cause even
as he becan1e a n1an without a church. Was his cause justified in regard to
Bishop Sn1ith? And, just or not, was it doo1ned by the process through which
it passed? We turn now to look at the procedures followed and \the charges
filed in the case of the maverick Methodist Jninister versus the powerful
bishop.
I

Before Stewart filed charges with the investigating con11nittee, he tried
to get his concerns before his denomination by writing an article in a
national church publication and by asking to appear before the Council of
Bishops. Lay persons supporting hiin sent petitions about love gifts to the
1956 General Conference without success. He also went to the general public, and he and his, supporters were successful in getting wide newspaper
coverage. Since he went public with so1ne of his charges before filing then1
with an investigating committee, he opened hi1nself to the charge of being a
publicity seeker. It is clear that Stewart sought publicity, but fron1 his perspective he sought it for the good of the church. There is no evidence,
against the co1nn1ittee's clain1, that he sought it for its own sake.
When he laid his co1nplaints before the co1n1nittee, Stewart faced a difficult problen1. Church law required "the district superintendent within
whose district the offense is said to have been co1n1nitted" to call the conference investigating co1n1nittee together for it to decide if there were Hreasonable ground for such accusation." 2 Stewart wanted to present several
offenses which had occurred in several districts in two conferences and the
Indian Mission, and he filed with the superintendent in the distrfct where
Bishop Smith lived and had his headquarters. So inost of his co1nplaints
could have been thrown out as improperly filed . Stewart stated his accusa-
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tions in writing, as required, but failed to specify how they matched up with
the official list of offenses for which bishops or preachers could be tried.
Chargeable offenses included such broad categories as "(i]mprudent or
unministerial conduct" and "maladministration in office. . . ." 3 A superintendent receiving Stewart's accusations could well have rejected them
because their connections to the official list were not spelled out. 4
The Committee of Investigation was legally constituted and it was duly
convened by a district superintendent in whose district an offense supposedly had occurred. The majority of incidents related to New Mexico,
however, and an Oklahoma committee really had no jurisdiction. The committee and the three superintendents criticized Stewart in their report for not
filing in New Mexico, but it could have declined to hear alleged offenses
from outside Oklahoma. Bishop Smith had insisted, however, that they hear
everything, they stated, and this they did, even if it meant ignoring the
statute of limitations.
Church law clearly stated that the committee was to prepare formal
charges, if any were merited, but apparently no report was required if
charges were not filed. Its job was "carefully" to investigate an accusation.
There was no provision for analyzing the motives of the accuser or for countering his attack. 5 Since the committee completed its deliberations in one
day, it seems almost certain that the ten-page report, which had only limited
circulation, was substantially prepared in advance, probably by Parker. It
appears, therefore, that the committee allowed the superintendent to infringe
on its responsibilities. Certainly it went beyond what is was empowered to
do. 6
Superintendent Parker's stated role was to convene the investigating
committee. Church law was unclear as to exactly what else he was supposed
to do. For the committee to make careful inquiry, he had to receive the accusations and the supporting evidence. It appears he also gathered evidence in
defense of the bishop. 7 He went beyond church law in saying that the committee would not meet unless Stewart came. Above all, if he actually wrote
much of the report itself, he is open to the charge of exercising undue
influence on the committee. Given his defense of Bishop Smith before the
hearing there is some question as to how even-handed he could have been
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while presiding, but it is clear that he permitted only the committee members to vote. 8
The presence of a second superintendent from the Oklahoma Conference is a problem. The official report stated that he represented the
Oklahoma Conference cabinet, i.e., all the superintendents, There was no
legal basis for having an extra superintendent present and his presence
would mean the committee could work with less freedom, since superintendents have a close relationship with bishops and considerable power over
pastors.
Perhaps a somewhat stronger case can be made!orthe participation of
a New Mexico superintendent. The majority of Stewart's complaints had
their origin there and Scrimshire could hardly be accused of having much
influence on Oklahoma ministers. Yet the same legal difficulty -as with the
extra Oklahoma superintendent remains: there- was no basis for the official
presence of anyone besides the convening superintendent and the Committee of Investigation.
What about Bishop Smith's procedure'? Before the committee meeting
Smith wrote Stewart with absolute confidence that the investigating body
would exonerate him. The committee's repeated statement that it met
because the bishop wanted it to is a clear indication as to where the power
in Oklahoma and New Mexico Methodism lay! Once the committee convened, however, whatever its exact legal status, the presence of Bishop
Smith as a witness was quite proper. He was the individual charged and he
properly left before the actual deliberations of the committee began.
It appears, therefore, thatwhatever the merits of Stewart's charges, still
to be considered, they were handled by both him and church officials in an
inadequate way. He presented his complaints without relating them to the
categories required by the Discipline, at a place where only one or two of _
the alleged offenses had occurred, to be heard by a group of eight men only
six of whom belonged, whose convener had earlier defended the bishop. The
committee agreed to consider charges, the majority of which were outside .
its jurisdiction, without considering whether the statute of limitations had
expired in some cases, because the person charged asked.them to hear them.
And this person had already stated before the committee met how the conference that elected the committee would respond to any charges:'. \he committee did carry out its function to consider the charges, weigh .them, and
make a decision about their merit. It severely exceeded its duties, however,
by strongly attacking Stewart.
II

Most of Stewart's ten accusations deal directly with questionable contributions: charges that the bishop solicited, or permitted others to solicit,
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money and other gifts for himself and his family from clergy and churches;
that he received fees for dedicating churches; and that he accepted "excessive fees" for a preaching mission. Alleged financial gain via more indirect
means appears in the accusation that he tried to channel church insurance
business to a son and in the charge about receiving funds for a nonexistent
episcopal residence. Even the accusation about a threatened lawsuit against
a layman relates to how alleged solicitation was done.
One charge, however, has nothing to do with love gifts, even indirectly, and shows that Stewart cast an extremely wide net: the claim that the
bishop allowed Superintendent Willingham to have a pastors' retreat "in a
bar room." Stewart seems to be implying that the Bishop was thus supporting the liquor industry in opposition to Methodist social principles. The bar
was in the Arrowhead Lodge, not far from Santa Fe, and apparently the
owner of the lodge made it available to Willingham for minimal charges as
a courtesy in October, 1954, when the lodge was closed. 9 The investigating
committee had a letter from the superintendent stating that the bishop knew
nothing about the whole matter. 10 In fact Willingham even used the retreat to
encourage his pastors to use a "temperance" film in preparation for
Commitment Day, when Methodists were asked to pledge not to drink. 11 On
this charge, the investigating committee rightly said that Stewart "snatched
at straws." 12
The accusation about a fund for an episcopal residence in New Mexico,
as Stewart stated it, also appears to be a "stretch" on his part. It claims that
in addition to $1000 paid each year by the New Mexico Conference "toward
the purchase of the official episcopal residence in Oklahoma City" the
bishop personally drew "around $500'' a year "for a New Mexico Episcopal
Residence which does not exist." Superintendent Scrimshire's letter to
Bishop Smith on this matter was before the committee and it made it clear
that the money was to go into a fund that Bishop Smith could draw against
for expenses in New Mexico. The term "residence" was probably understood in the New Mexico Conference to refer to actual presence in the conference and not a building. There is no reason to doubt Scrimshire's assertion that "not one cent went to increase the personal income of Bishop
Smith," and that the books on how the money was used were open to anyone.13 Apparently Stewart did not consider basing his charge on a claim that
the Bishop's expenses in New Mexico had to be covered by the national
episcopal fund and not by an extra conference fund. 14
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Stewart takes almost as much space on the charge that the Bishop tried
to channel church insurance business to a son as he does on the other nine
charges together. Stewart's correspondence establishes that his data probably came from R. W. McCullough, a layman in St. Luke's Methodist Church
in Oklahoma City and an underwriter for the company which had carried the
conference health policy for many years. Not an admirer of Bishop Smith,
he had a reputation for personal integrity, 15 and his story must be taken seriously, even though he had a personal stake in the matter. He and an agent
from.another company who had also lost the bid made an investigation and
raised questions about the new plan that was to be recoin)liended by the conM,
f erence insurance committee, including its cost and the role of a Smith son
in it. A major face-to-face confrontation with Bishop Smith seems to have
followed, leading to the Bishop's withdrawing the matter from. .1all further
consideration by the conference. 16 The investigating committee gave less
space to the insurance question than to any other, claiming that signed statements from the conference insurance committee and "the Chairman of the
Cabinet" supported Bishop Smith and that a "complete record" was available. 17 But even if the committee had concluded that the Bishop had
attempted to use his position to steer a contract to a family member, the fact
would have remained that the Bishop did not actually do so, 18 and the question would remain as to which chargeable offense in the Discipline, if any,
Bishop Smith had committed.
The two charges related to the Oklahoma Indian Mission can be considered together: having the mission superintendent "solicit . . .. valuable
items" and ''[t]hreatening to sue an Indian layman ... .. for refusing to repudiate a statement .... concerning the solicitation of gifts from the Indians."
Stewart had a statement from Joel Scihmaunt, a .Kiowa Methodist leader
from near Lawton, Oklahoma, with whom he had been in touch for several
months, that included the charge that Reverend D. D. Etchieson, the superintendent for Indian work, acted "'as collecting agent" for gifts for the
Smiths. Sahmaunt had called him on December 11, 1956, Stewart added, to
say that the previous day Etchieson "attempted to compel ... him to repudiate" it and said that the bishop would sue unless. he did so. The official
report, how-ever, referred to a statement from Sahmaunt on January 5, 1957
in which he affirmed, "If the letter I signed is being used to charge
Bishop
.
Smith with asking gifts from Indians or asking anyone else seek [sic] gifts
for himself or .family, then that is not what I thought I was signing." 19 The
committee also said it had ''a statement signed by every Indian pastor of the
\
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District" that the original affirmation signed by Sahmaunt was "a complete
falsehood.'' 20
The investigating committee and the three superintendents obviously
held that these two statements settled the matter. It is actually more complicated. Sahmaunt's complaints were primarily against Etchieson. In a July
letter to Stewart, the layman expressed concern over "the injustice" in the
Indian mission and complained of threats from the superintendent to cut off
"financial aid" to his Mount Scott Kiowa congregation. 21 The major confrontation, when Etchieson brought up a possible law suit, did occur on
December 10, 1956. In fact the Sahmaunt family remembers it as a matter
of Sahmaunt' s forcing a hurried departure by the superintendent from his
property. 22 Sahmaunt wrote Stewart on December 22 about Etchieson, "Most
of the lay people . . . . [want to] replace him with some qualified Indian."
Further, the superintendent was "running around getting the preachers to
sign statements about giving gifts to our friend." 23 On January 7, 1957
Sahmaunt reported that at the January 5 meeting referred to by the committee the superintendent had explained that "solicitation" meant that the
bishop "asked the Indians personally for gifts," something that did not happen. So he "agreed to apologize for the statement that I made against the
Bishop" but not to the superintendent. Sahmaunt noted that "all of the
preachers" had withdrawn their charges and left him "out on a limb alone.'' 24
It appears certain that the superintendent raised the possibility of a law suit
with Sahmaunt, but it cannot be shown that he did so under orders from
Bishop Smith. It also appears that at one point Sahmaunt did have support
from Indian pastors in his opposition to the superintendent and that pressure
on them to provide gifts was one issue.
The question of gifts to the Smiths from members of various Indian
tribes is a complex one. It was customary among the tribes in the Mission to
share gifts and frequently at the annual meetings of the Mission the Smiths
and others were recognized. Gifts to the Smiths included what was claimed
to be "the historic saddle, handed down from Geronimo" presented by
(GHunting Horse, aged Kiowa Indian," 25 "a beautiful bow and arrows" made
by Hunting Horse for the Bishop, "lovely beaded necklaces" for Mrs.
Smith, 26 a ''historic Indian whip" from the Reverend Cecil Horse, 27 "an
Indian flute" to the Bishop on the occasion of his being named an honorary
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Comanche chief, 28 a blanket from the Apache Mission, 29 "a suit pattern of
virgin wool from the Eastern District as a love offering," 30 a "beautiful beaded
pipe-stone gavel," 31 "a beautiful quilt" from the women of one of the districts,32 and tribal honors and a headdress for one of the Bishop's sons. 33
Stewart's accusation referred to ''a large collection of valuable southwestern Indian relics [sic], such as Indian peace pipes, war bonnets, blankets, rugs, moccasins, beaded handbags, saddles, etc." 34 Much of this list
matches with the public gifts at annual conference, but Stewart also includes
jewelry in his accusation, and there is no way of knowing whether in his
supporting mate1ial he referred to specific pieces of jewelry. Sahmaunt had
no problem with gift-giving per se, and certainly not with items of limited
value presented to a leader in the context of an official meeting, but he
objected to pressure to provide gifts beyond the ceremonial ones and to the
use of gifts to win influence. 35 But when the Inqian clergy backed off their
accusations and Sahmaunt decided to end his cooperation, Stewart was left
with little evidence to support charges regarding the Indian Mission. Among the remaining accusations there are three references to Mrs.
Smith: the early incident at Trinity Church when a superintendent was raising money to send her to India, the claim that the bishop used district money
to help take Mrs. Smith to South America, and a claim that a pastor at
Clovis, New Mexico asked his congregation "to lay a love-offering on the
altar for Mrs . Smith when they took communion.'' In their response the committee and superintendents stated that the Bishop did not know what happened in most official local church meetings and that it was unfair to accuse
him if people handling district funds were the ones to ''misappropriate the
money.'-' 36 About the communion offering, they asked about Stewart,
''Doesn't he know of the multitude of demands made on Bishop and Mrs.
Smith for money for the poor and needy . . . . ? ;, ?7
There is no doubt that substantial travel money for Mrs. Smith was
raised. Presentations of such funds made the front page of the area newspaper in 1955, and a district superintendent's letter stated openly why it was ·done. Furthermore, sending bishops' wives -on trips was open practice in
the Jurisdiction in the 1950s. Although the committee and superintendents
were undoubtedly right that the bishop could not know of every indi-
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vidual effort to raise money for Mrs. Smith's travels, it is disingenuous, to
say the least, to use the defense of ignorance by the Bishop of what was
going on. Their report is also disingenuous when it ties special offerings for
Mrs. Smith to mission projects-the issue here is her travel expenses. The
report even seems to admit that use of district funds for wives' travel was
improper and thus inadvertently confirms Stewart's specific charge,
although he failed to show its relationship to the official list of chargeable
offenses.
Stewart made two claims that money went directly to Bishop Smith:
"[a]ccepting excessive fees for a preaching mission'' and taking "fees for
consecrating and dedicating churches within his area." Church law made it
quite clear that a bishop could accept honoraria for "preaching missions of
several days' duration," if they did "not interfere with his official duties," so
any possible case by Stewart on this point had to depend on the definition of
"excessive." Church law was almost as clear on official visits to churches
within a bishop's area: the bishop was to be reimbursed by the national
"treasurer of the Council on World Service and Finance" on a monthly basis
"upon presentation of an itemized voucher." 38 If Stewart could show, therefore, that the Bishop actually received money for an official visit to a church
in his area, a clear violation of church law would be involved.
The preaching mission occurred at Central Methodist Church in Albu- ·
querque during Holy Week of 1956. Bishop Smith preached twice on
Sunday morning and once each night through Good Friday. 39 The Official
Board voted to pay him $1000 and his expenses. 40 Stewart claimed, in his
statement supporting his charges, that "many of the Central congregation
feel that it was too high, considering the church's indebtedness." The investigating committee referred to a letter from the Central pastor and stated that
the Bishop "never by word or letter to the Board of Central Church ever
made even the slightest request and what was done was a voluntary act on ·
the part of the Board .... without his knowledge or consent.'' 41
Was a thousand dollars in 1956 excessive pay for seven or eight sermons? Bishop Smith's base salary that year was $10,000, and the pastor at
Central received $9600. 42 So $1000 was a sizeable amount, and to view it as
"excessive" would hardly be irrational. The committee and superintendents
are almost deceptively simplistic when they come close to implying that the
bishop was indifferent as to what his recompense would be! In some circles
it was understood that preaching for a weekend would cost a church $500
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and a week $1000. 43 It is impossible, however, to say that receiving an
amount that many persons might view as excessive constituted a chargeable
offense.
To support his claim that Smith took money for dedicating or consecrating churches Stewart referred to two documents. One was a letter
received by Blair Marshall in 1953 from a layman who described Bishop
Smith's 1951 visit to dedicate the church in San Jon, New Mexico. There
was confusion about the purpose of the offering, the pastor asked the bishop
how much of the offering he wanted and Smith declined to accept any of it.
At a later board meeting the proposal was made to· 's'e nd $100 to Bishop ,
Smith, the mortey was raised on the spot, and a check was sent to Oklahoma
City. 44 The official report is surprisingly brief on this incident, simply stating that it was "fully explained' by the superintendent and obs~1rving that
Bishop Smith received nothing ''for himself or any member of his family." 45
It does appear, therefore, that Bishop Smith accepted a gift directly related
to an official visit. It arrived in the Bishop's office months after the event,
however, so there is no way of being certain that it was clearly identified as
related to the visit.
The other document is a signed statement from a lay woman in First
Church, Albuquerque, Ruth Cletsoway, stating that the church was expected
to cover the Bishop's expenses, including a hotel suite, as well as pay $100
"for the day" at her church's consecration. 46 Superintendent Parker wrote her
requesting ''further proof" and informing her "that the money . . . . sent to
Bishop Smith was not used by him personally but was used as he always
does to help in the great [m]issionary [w]ork which is so close to his
heart[.] " 47 Mrs. Cletsoway replied that the act of receiving the money violated the .Discipline and observed that the Bishop should have congregations
channel gifts to missions through the Board of Missions. 48
The official report referred to her ''vitriolic reply" to Parker's "courteous letter," stated erroneously that she had said that the bishop "demanded
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his expenses, an honorarium .... , and a suite .... ," and then summarized
a letter from the pastor, who had asked for the suite, thinking that Mrs.
Smith might come. The pastor wrote that the church "wanted to relieve the
Episcopal Fund of the extra expense for the long trip out to Albuquerque
which required three days time and was not part of any regular duty of
Bishop Smith." The committee had a letter from the hotel manager to prove
that the Bishop had taken only a single room. Further, he had accepted the
$100 to use "in the work of the Church," a practice, the committee stated,
which the national treasurer's office had declared acceptable. 49
The law of the church cited by Mrs. Cletsoway was clear: "The treasurer of the Council on World Service and Finance shall pay monthly the
claim for the official travel of each bishop . . .. , upon presentation of an
itemized voucher. 'Official travel' .... shall be interpreted to include all visitations to local churches within his area .... No part of the expense and no
honoraria for any such visitations shall be accepted from local Methodist
churches . . . . , such expense being a proper claim against the Episcopal
Fund." so It is clear from the pastor's letter that the local church saw itself as
picking up travel and hotel expenses for an official episcopal trip, but the
committee and superintendents refused to admit even a technical violation
of the law by Bishop Smith.
At least two of Stewart's charges have little if any merit. He sometimes
charges the Bishop with offenses that could be charged to superintendents
or pastors. Some of the accusations refer to reproachable actions that still
were hardly chargeable offenses. Yet there remains some basis to conclude
that on occasion the Bishop received money related to official acts. Beyond
that, it seems clear that an environment existed in the Methodist Church in
Oklahoma and New Mexico in the 1950s where love gifts and substantial
honoraria were frequently expected and given, with varying degrees of willingness, and almost always gladly received. 51 The investigating committee,
it appears, inclined always to accept evidence exonerating the Bishop and
came close to becoming a grand jury gathering evidence against Stewart.
Since it worked in an environment and time when the Bishop was still king
and deliberated in the presence of three superintendents, its decision in favor
of the Bishop is not surprising. What does surprise a bit are the repeated
attacks on Stewart.
III
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afraid of hard work as he established two strong congregations, and Smith's
love of evangelism and his skills in advancing the program of the denomination were legendary. But Stewart had a streak of idealism that demanded
that church leaders handle money by the strictest standards and expected
clergy to avoid the appearance of any practices that could be interpreted as
trying to cu1ry favor. Smith was comfortable with a view of the episcopacy
that included sizeable perquisites. Stewart was a moralist who became
obsessed with his cause and took the steps that effectively destroyed his
career. 52 Smith was a pragmatist who made great sacrifices of time and
energy for the church but saw no problem in allowing His position and his
person to be honored in material ways beyond his salary. At various points
in this conflictthe bishops could have set a higher standard for themselves,
or the General Conference could have approved stronger controJi$· Such
steps did not occur, and so David went to battle with Goliath. But the stones
David chose for his sling were poorly shaped and his aim was unsteady, and
he confronted a Goliath surrounded by warriors eager to assist him. This
time Goliath won.
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